86(R) HB 3  Author: Huberty | et al.  Sponsor: Taylor
Last Action:  05/10/2019 H Scheduled for conference committee meeting
Caption: Relating to public school finance and public education; authorizing the imposition of a fee.

86(R) HB 663  Author: King, Ken  Sponsor: Taylor
Last Action:  05/17/2019 S Committee report printed and distributed
Caption: Relating to proclamations for the production of instructional materials and selection of instructional materials by public schools.

86(R) HB 2691  Author: VanDeaver | et al.
Last Action:  05/08/2019 S Referred to Education
Caption: Relating to restricting the use of personally identifiable student information by an operator of a website, online service, online application, or mobile application used for a school purpose and providing an exemption from certain restrictions for a national assessment provider.

86(R) HB 2848  Author: Hinojosa | et al.
Last Action:  03/12/2019 H Referred to Public Education
Caption: Relating to the review under the Texas Sunset Act of the Texas Education Agency's functions relating to special education services.

86(R) HB 2984  Author: Allison | et al.  Sponsor: Taylor
Last Action:  05/20/2019 S Placed on intent calendar
Caption: Relating to the essential knowledge and skills of the technology applications curriculum.
86(R) HB 3467  
**Author:** King, Ken | et al.  
**Last Action:** 04/17/2019 H Left pending in committee  
**Caption:** Relating to the acquisition and management of certain real property assets by the School Land Board for the use and benefit of the permanent school fund and the transfer of certain permanent school fund assets from the control of the School Land Board to the State Board of Education.

86(R) HB 3912  
**Author:** Phelan  
**Sponsor:** Birdwell  
**Last Action:** 05/14/2019 S Left pending in committee  
**Caption:** Relating to state agency reports submitted to the legislature.

86(R) HB 4388  
**Author:** Murphy | et al.  
**Sponsor:** Campbell  
**Last Action:** 05/17/2019 S Committee report printed and distributed  
**Caption:** Relating to the management of the permanent school fund by the School Land Board and the State Board of Education.

86(R) HB 4452  
**Author:** Bonnen, Greg  
**Last Action:** 04/11/2019 H Left pending in committee  
**Caption:** Relating to the authority of the legislature to vest the power to invest and manage certain public funds in certain officers, boards, and entities.

86(R) HB 4611  
**Author:** Huberty  
**Sponsor:** Taylor | et al.  
**Last Action:** 05/20/2019 H Senate passage reported  
**Caption:** Relating to certain distributions to the available school fund.  
**Comment:** *Huberty enabling legislation for HJR 151*
86(R) HJR 143
Author: Bonnen, Greg
Last Action: 04/29/2019 S Referred to State Affairs
Caption: Proposing a constitutional amendment to authorize the legislature to vest the power to invest and manage certain public funds in certain officers, boards, and entities.

86(R) HJR 151
Author: Huberty
Sponsor: Taylor | et al.
Last Action: 05/20/2019 H Senate passage reported
Caption: Proposing a constitutional amendment allowing increased distributions to the available school fund.

86(R) SB 117
Author: Creighton
Last Action: 05/06/2019 H Referred to Criminal Jurisprudence
Caption: Relating to the prosecution of the offense of possessing a weapon in certain prohibited places associated with schools or postsecondary educational institutions.

86(R) SB 213
Author: Seliger | et al.
Sponsor: Huberty
Last Action: 05/07/2019 E Effective immediately
Caption: Relating to the use of individual graduation committees and other alternative methods to satisfy certain public high school graduation requirements.
86(R) SB 232  Author: Menéndez | et al.  Sponsor: Bernal
Last Action: 05/22/2019 H Placed on Local, Consent, and Res. Calendar
Caption: Relating to parental notification by a school district regarding high school graduation requirements.

86(R) SB 608  Author: Watson | et al.  Sponsor: Paddie
Last Action: 05/17/2019 S House passage as amended reported
Caption: Relating to the continuation and functions of the School Land Board.
Comment: School Land Board Sunset Bill

86(R) SB 686  Author: Alvarado | et al.  Sponsor: Goodwin | et al.
Last Action: 05/16/2019 H Committee report sent to Calendars
Caption: Relating to personal financial literacy courses for high school students in public schools.

86(R) SB 784  Author: Hughes | et al.
Last Action: 05/13/2019 H Referred to Public Education
Caption: Relating to local school health advisory councils and health education provided by school districts, including requirements regarding human sexuality instruction.

86(R) SB 1016  Author: Powell | et al.  Sponsor: Bernal
Last Action: 05/17/2019 H Committee report sent to Calendars
Caption: Relating to an audit by the Texas Education Agency of public school professional development training requirements.
86(R) SB 1612  
**Author:** Hall  
**Last Action:** 03/14/2019 S Referred to Education  
**Caption:** Relating to requiring that human sexuality instruction in public schools be approved by the State Board of Education.

86(R) SB 1659  
**Author:** Watson | et al.  
**Last Action:** 05/07/2019 H Referred to Public Education  
**Caption:** Relating to the management of the permanent school fund by the School Land Board and the State Board of Education and a study regarding distributions from the permanent school fund to the available school fund.

86(R) SB 2180  
**Author:** Nelson | et al.  
**Sponsor:** Ashby  
**Last Action:** 05/21/2019 H Placed on General State Calendar  
**Caption:** Relating to the essential knowledge and skills of the technology applications curriculum and the establishment of a computer science strategic advisory committee to increase computer science instruction and participation in public schools.

86(R) SB 2440  
**Author:** Taylor  
**Last Action:** 04/09/2019 S No action taken in committee  
**Caption:** Relating to the Texas school finance system, including the creation of the bicentennial education fund, the establishment of the Texas Education Investment Management Organization, and the management and investment of the permanent school fund.